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Recent studies of lasing in Ne- and Ni-like ions on the Asterix IV iodine laser@H. Baumhackeret al.
Appl. Phys. B61, 325 ~1995!# using the prepulse technique are reviewed. Experimental evidence
shows that beam refraction is the main factor for the lack of lasing in low-Z elements, as well as the
J5021 vs J5221 anomaly in Ne-like ion lasers when there is no prepulse. It is shown that the
role of the prepulse in enhancing theJ5021 lasing line in Ne-like ion is to produce a larger and
more homogeneous plasma. The measurement of lasing on theJ5021, 3p23s transition in
Ne-like Mn, V, Sc, Ca, K, Cl, S, and Si using the prepulse technique is reviewed. Wavelengths of
these lasers range from 22 to 87 nm with gain lengths between 7 and 12. The drive energy for S was
scaled down to 20 J. The experiment demonstrating the 12 nm lasing on theJ5021, 4d24p
transition in Ni-like Sn is also reviewed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although the initial prediction of Ne-like ion lasing wa
mainly for elements withZ around and lower than 20 on th
3p1S023s1P1 transition ~commonly referred to as th
J5021 laser line!,1,2 the first successful demonstration of
Ne-like ion laser was in Se on the 3p1D223s3P1 and
3p3P223s1P1 transitions ~commonly referred to as th
J5221 laser lines! at 20.6 and 20.9 nm,3,4 the atomic num-
ber of which is 34.~Because we are mainly interested in low
Z elements, the notation of LS coupling is used.! Since then,
a dominant effort has been to use highZ elements to achieve
lasing at shorter wavelengths.5–8 In these experiments
mainly at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, explo
ing foil targets were used to mitigate the effects of refract
of the x-ray laser beams as they propagate down
amplifier.3 Efforts at other institutions on smaller facilitie
have resulted in the demonstration of lasing in Ge, Zn,
Cu using slab targets,9,10 among which Ge has thereafte
been studied worldwide under a variety of pum
conditions.11–14 For a number of elements saturated outp
was obtained.12,13,15,16For the analogous transitions in N
like ions,17–22 lasing at a wavelength as short as 3.6 nm
Au has been achieved.15 Importantly, Ni-like ions lase domi-
nantly on theJ5021,4d–4p transitions, in contrast to Ne
like lasers in which theJ5021 laser line, which was pre
dicted to be most amplified,1–3 is missing or shows only very
low gain in comparison with theJ5221 laser lines. This is
the so-calledJ5021 anomaly in Ne-like lasers.

This so-calledJ5021 anomaly is now solved by usin
the prepulse technique,23–25curved targets,26–28and multiple
pulse irradiation,28–30 which dramatically enhanced th
brightness of theJ5021 line relative to theJ5221 lines
in Ne-like Cu (Z529) to Se (Z534).23,27–36

In particular, application of the prepulse technique h
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readily made theJ5021 line lase in Ni (Z528) to Si
(Z514).23–25,36–40This provides an efficient way towards
small scale system using low-Z materials lasing in the sof
x-ray ~SXR! and extreme ultraviolet~XUV ! region. Lasing
in this region has long been missing41 until the demonstra-
tion of a table top laser at 46.9 nm in Ne-like Ar using
capillary discharge,42 and a 10 Hz optical field ionizing 41.8
nm laser in Pd-like Xe.43 This attempt of going to low-Z
elements is different from previous work, where while t
lasing wavelength becomes shorter and shorter, the drive
mand becomes higher and higher.

In this paper, we review in detail recent works of th
x-ray laser group at the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Quantenop-
tik ~MPQ!, concentrating on collisional x-ray lasers using t
prepulse technique. All these works are accomplished on
Asterix iodine laser.44 Under a typical condition, Asterix was
operated at 1.315mm with a pulse duration@full width at
half maximum~FWHM!# of 450 ps. The methods of gene
ating the line focus, 3 cm long and 150mm wide, and the
well-defined prepulse are described in Ref. 34. With 400 J
Asterix output, the irradiance on the target is 231013

W cm22. Unless specified, the prepulse-to-main pulse de
was 5.23 ns. The setup of the diagnostics can be foun
Refs. 34 and 37. Briefly, two on-axis transmission grati
spectrometers were employed. One of them was coupled
thinned, backside illuminated charge coupled dev
~CCD!45 with either angular or spatial resolution normal
the target surface. The other spectrometer was coupled t
x-ray streak camera.46 Experiments have been performed f
both better understanding of the physics of x-ray lasers
well as extending the availability of them.

Section II will review experimental results that direct
illustrate the role of beam refraction in dictating th
J5021 anomaly, and in the difficulty of demonstrating
low-Z Ne-like x-ray laser. Section III gives results showin
the role of the prepulse in enhancing theJ5021 laser in
Ne-like ions. Sections IV and V review our efforts of exten
ing the Ne-like and Ni-like laser schemes to low-Z materials.
.O.
47911/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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II. EFFECTS OF REFRACTION ON THE OUTPUT OF
NE-LIKE LASERS

It is well known that Ge is a very reliable lasing mater
with drive wavelengths ranging from 1.315 t
0.53 mm.9–14 However, in spite of the minor difference be
tween the atomic numbers of Zn and Ge, in Zn only margi
lasing has been reported for drive wavelengths at 1.315
1.06 mm if no prepulseis applied.10,34 Below Zn, Cu is the
only lasing elementwithout the use of the prepuls
technique.10 To understand these observations, we compa
the lasing output of Ge, Ga, and Zn under similar conditio
without a prepulse.35 The result is illustrated in Fig. 1, wher
the traces at the spatial maxima of the time integrated
spatially resolved on-axis spectra from 2.4 cm targets
given. For these shots, the Asterix laser was used to irrad
slab targets with 400620 J of energy without any prepulse
One clearly sees theJ5021 line at 19.6 nm and the pair o
J5221 lines at 23.2 and 23.6 nm in Ge, the pair
J5221 lines at 24.7 and 25.1 nm in Ga. In Zn, even t
pair of J5221 lines at 26.2 and 26.7 nm are only bare
seen.

In connection with the observation that the three mat
als lase well with a prepulse, we ascribe the phenomeno
Fig. 1 to the effect of refraction of the x-ray laser beam
Because Zn needs a lower density to lase in comparison
Ge and Ga, it lases farthest from the target surface~for rel-
evant scaling laws for the optimum electron density a
function of Z, see Refs. 5, 47, 48, and below!. Therefore a
density profile that can explain the observation in Fig. 1
refraction effects should be such that the farther from
target the larger the density gradient. This is obviously d
ferent from the sonic rarefaction wave in the case of an
thermal steady state where the density profile
exponential.49 At the time when the gain peaks, such stee
ened plasma front is normally observed in numerical sim
lations, e.g., in Refs. 24 and 47. From the calculation in R
47 ~no prepulse!, the gain region for theJ5021 line in Fe,
Ti, and S is shown to be farther and farther from the tar
and its spatial width is narrower and narrower as one g
from Fe to S due to this steepened density profile. We

FIG. 1. Traces at the spatial maxima of the time integrated but spat
resolved on-axis spectra from 2.4 cm targets of Ge, Ga, and Zn slab ta
For these shots, Asterix irradiated the slab targets with 400620 J without
any prepulse.
480 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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cribed this steepened density profile to the unsteady natur
the early expansion of the plasma. Two reasons may lea
such a steepened density profile:~1! If the plasma is super-
sonic at the critical surface, a steep plasma front exists;50 ~2!
When a spatially isothermal plasma expands with a ris
temperature the density profile is steepened, and the fa
the temperature increases, the steeper the density profile51

This hydrodynamic motion in combination with the bea
refraction is clearly the reason that no laser in lower-Z Ne-
like ion can be observed without modifying the hydrodyna
ics or compensating the refraction. More detailed and qu
titative modeling, especially the effect of beam refractio
would be necessary for better understanding the observa

To show the origin of theJ5021 anomaly, we give in
Fig. 2 the spatial distribution~a! and time history~b! of the
J5021 and the pair ofJ5221 lines in Ge. A 1.2 cm
target was used for the measurement in Fig. 2~a! and a 2.5
cm target was used for a better signal-to-noise ratio for F
2~b!, respectively. For both cases, a 380 J drive pulse wit
7 J prepulse was used. TheJ5021 line is seen to occur

ly
ts.

FIG. 2. The spatial distribution~a! and time history~b! of theJ5021 line
at 19.6 nm and the pair ofJ5221 lines at 23.2 and 23.6 nm in Ge. A
1.2 cm target was used for the measurement in~a! and a 2.5 cm target was
used for~b!, ~b! was measured at 7 mrad off axis, where the angular ma
mum of the 19.6 nm line appears. For both cases, a 420 J drive pulse wi
8 J prepulse was used. For~a!, the accuracy of determining the target surfa
position is650mm. In ~b! the time zero is set at the peak of the continuu
emission, which approximately corresponds to the peak of the drive pu
The pair ofJ5221 lines are not resolved in~b! due to the low spectral
resolution of the spectrometer.
Li et al.
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closer to the target surface and earlier in time, which rea
explains the J5021 anomaly: the propagation of th
J5021 laser is more subjected to refraction effects. It
also experimentally observed that theJ5021 line is more
affected by refraction than theJ5221 lines using an angu
lar resolved measurementwithouta prepulse.10 These obser-
vations in Fig. 2 are in good qualitative agreement with h
drodynamic and atomic kinetic modeling.52

Physically, this originates from the fact that th
J5021 line is predominately pumped by direct monopo
excitation from the Ne-like ground state1,2 while the
J5221 lines are more influenced by recombination fro
F-like ions and cascading from higher levels.53,54 In this case
pumping of theJ5021 line relies more on a high electro
density and high abundance of the ground state. As
plasma is stripped rapidly through Ne-like stage, lasing
the J5021 line can only occur early in time, and is mo
transient than that on theJ5221 lines.

III. THE EFFECT OF THE PREPULSE

Both in our experiments and in the literature, it is now
routine observation that the prepulse is essential in enh
ing theJ5021 line. For instance, in Ga, with a main puls
energy of 380 J, effective gains of 4.3, 3.1, and 2.8 cm21 for
the J5021 and the pair ofJ5221 lines have been mea
sured for the case with a 70 J prepulse, as compared to
gains of 0, 2, and 2 cm21 in the case of no prepulse.35 The
low-Z elements (Z,29) do not lase at all without a prepuls

To understand the role of the prepulse in making t
dramatic change, a series of experiments measuring the
tial profile of the laser output has been performed.52,55,56A
detailed investigation of theZ dependence at a 5.23 ns del
and two prepulse levels was described in Ref. 55, where
results were interpreted assuming a power law for the o
mal electron density and an adiabatic similarity expansion
the preplasma: briefly, a lowerZ element needs a lower op
timum electron density, and a larger prepulse produce
plasma expanding faster, therefore the lower theZ and the
larger the prepulse, the further the gain region is from

FIG. 3. The spatial distribution of theJ5021, 25.5 nm laser in Fe for a
main pulse energy of 417 J with 7.3 and 73 J prepulses, at 2.3 and 5.2
delays. The target lengths were 1.2 cm. The position at 0 is determined
accurate within650mm.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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target surface. Our spatially resolved measurements for
lasing position were compared with hydrodynamic a
atomic kinetic modeling and good qualitative agreeme
were observed.52,56 To further illustrate this point, in Fig. 3
we present the spatial distributions as a function of
prepulse-main pulse delay for theJ5021, 25.5 nm laser in
Fe. The delays used are 1, 2.3, and 5.23 ns, and the m
pulse energy is 417 J, with 7.3 or 73 J prepulses. In th
measurements, the target lengths were 1.2 cm. In Fig. 4
peak positions of theJ5021 line in Fe and Ti are plotted a
a function of the delay at 7.3 and 73 prepulses. Clearl
longer delay shifts the lasing region farther away from t
target surface. Another direct illustration of the effect of t
prepulse is the reduced refractive angle but increased b
divergence of the output laser beam in comparison with
case of no prepulse, as shown in Fig. 5 for the 23.6
J5221 line in Ge. The larger beam divergence when us
a prepulse is due to the broader gain region, and the redu
refraction angle is the effect of the relaxed plasma den
gradient.

These observations verified that the key role of t
prepulse is to produce a plasma with a longer scale len

ns
be

FIG. 4. The peak positions of theJ5021 line in Fe and Ti as a function of
the prepulse-to-main pulse delay at 7.3 and 73 J prepulse levels with a
pulse energy of 417 J. The target length is 1.2 cm.

FIG. 5. Angular profiles in the horizontal plane of theJ5221 line at 23.6
nm in Ge with and without a prepulse. The target lengths were 2.5 cm
481Li et al.
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thus allowing a better propagation of the x-ray laser bea
Simulation in Ref. 57, additionally, indicates that a long
scale length~as the result of a larger prepusle or a long
prepulse-to-main pulse delay! results in a better coupling o
the main pulse energy while reducing the hydrodynam
losses during the irradiation.

An important point is the dependence of the lasing o
put on the prepulse level. First, as a higher electron temp
ture results in a higher gain, a small amount of the plas
i.e., a smaller prepulse, is preferred for a higher gain. Ho
ever, this high gain may not be effective if the beam refr
tion dominates the propagation when the scale length of
plasma is too short. Simple analysis shows~see Appendix
A!, that the optimized prepulse is a function of the targ
length as well as of the lasing materials, which is consist
with simulations of Ref. 57. Experimental results about
optimization of the prepulse can be found in Refs. 35, 39,
58, and 59.

IV. LOW-Z Ne-LIKE LASERS USING THE PREPULSE
TECHNIQUE

Analysis based on a four-level model reveals that
elements withZ between 32 and 14, the electron temperat
(Te), the optimum electron density (nopt), and the gain co-
efficient (G) of theJ5021 laser in Ne-like ions follow the
scaling48

Te;~Z26.4!1.9,nopt;~Z28.8!6.1,G;~Z27.0!2.7.

Predictions of these scaling laws are quite favorable for lo
Z materials. First, the decreased temperature required
duces the drive demand. Second, the gain coefficient d
only moderately asZ decreases. The main factor affectin
lasing in these low-Z materials is the low electron densit
required. In Refs. 42 and 43 this requirement was met
using gases as lasing media.

The prepulse technique makes it possible to create a
density plasma. Using this technique we have demonstr
lasing on theJ5021 transition in Ne-like Ga (Z531),35

Mn(Z525),40 V (Z523),37 Sc, Ca, K, Cl (Z521,20,19, and
17!,38 S and Si (Z516 and 14!.39 These lasers were demon
strated with main pulse energies ranging from 420 to 20
preceded by prepulses with energies from 70 to 0.4 J.
mention that lasing on the same transition in Ne-like
(Z518) has also been demonstrated in a laser irradiated
puff target without the use of a prepulse.60 The
wavelengths61 and the gain coefficients obtained in our e
periments are listed in Table I. For targets, CaF2 and KCl,
LiCl crystals were used for Ca, K, Cl; for S, fine powde
were glued on a glass substrate. The other targets were
thicker than 100mm.

A. General observations

In spectra of these lasers, the normalJ5021 lasing
line, i.e., the 3p1S023s1P1 transition ~the analogue of the
19.6 nm line in Ge and 18.2 nm line in Se, termedE line in
Ref. 61! dominates the spectra. We note that it is the failu
in observing lasing in V and Sc has initially led the autho
of Ref. 23 to the speculation that theE line at 32.6 nm in Ti
482 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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is resonantly photopumed, although gain on this line h
been predicted owing to the strong 2p23p monopole
excitation.1,2

For the pure~noncompound! target cases, theE lines at
26.9, 28.5, 30.4, 32.6, and 35.3 nm in Mn, Cr, V, Ti, and
(Z525, 24, 23, 22, and 21! were observed to be weaker i
odd-Z elements than in even-Z elements. Under condition
listed in Table I with target lengths of about 2.5 cm, they a
of relative intensities of 56, 665, 86, 8, and 42 thousand C
counts for Mn, Cr, V, Ti, and Sc, respectively.40 This is
consistent with the hyperfine splitting effect due to the no
zero nuclear spin in odd-Z elements, which reduces the ga
on theE line by effectively increasing the linewidth.62,63

In these elements, we also observed a secondJ5021
line, which are at 22.1, 23.9, 26.1, 28.4, and 31.2 nm in M
Cr, V, Ti, and Sc. They are identified as the 3p
1S023s3P1 transition ~termedG transition in Ref. 61!. In
the similar shots mentioned above, the intensity of theG line
is less than 2 thousand CCD counts except for the 26.1
line in V, which has an intensity of 15 thousand CC
counts.40 The weakerG line in Mn, Cr, Ti, and Sc is in
consistency with previous observations in Fe, Co, a
Ni,36,56 which is due to the fact that theG line shares a
common upper level with theE line but has a smaller oscil

TABLE I. Transitions, wavelengths (l), gain coefficients (g), and gain
lengths (gl) for the new Ne-like lasing observed. An error bar
60.8 cm21 applies when error is not given, mainly due to the shot-to-s
deviation. The energies of main pulse~prepulse! under which the gain was
measured are also given. When not specified, pure~noncompound! slab
targets were used. Gain coefficients deduced using the method of Appe
B are also given for V and Sc in brackets, which are used for the gain ra
shown in Fig. 6@for lasing in Ne-like Si, the gain coefficient has not bee
measured due to lack of data at different target lengths~see Ref. 39!#.

Ions ~targets! Terms l~nm! E(J) g (cm21) gl References

Ga211 E a 20.4 380~70! 4.3 10.7 Ref. 35
A b 24.7 3.1 7.4
B c 25.1 2.8 6.7

Mn151 E 26.9 370~66! 4.3 10.7 Ref. 40
G d 22.1 2.5 6.3

V131 E 30.4 370~66! 4.460.7 ~3.7! 11.0 Ref. 37
G 26.1 5.061.1~4.0! 12.5

Sc111 E 35.2 370~66! 3.8~4.7! 9.8 Ref. 38
G 31.2 ~2.7!

Ca201(CaF2) E 38.3 370~66! 3.8 11.4 Ref. 38

K91 ~Kcl! E 42.1 370~66! 3.4 10.2 Ref. 38

Cl71 ~Kcl! E 52.9 370~66! 2.5 7.5 Ref. 38

S61 E 60.8 420~70! 1.5 4.5 Ref. 39
Pe 60.1 1.7 5.1

Si41 E 87.4 58~1! Ref. 39

a3p1S023s1P1 transition.
b3p1D223s3P1 transition.
c3p3P223s1P1 transition.
d3p1S023s3P1 transition.
e3d1D123p1P1 transition.
Li et al.
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lator strength.61 The hyperfine splitting has little effect on th
G line.63 However, in V, thisG line ~15 thousand counts! is
even stronger than theE line ~8 thousand counts! at 30.4
nm.37,40 We also observed that theG line has a tempora
behavior similar to that of theE line in Cr and Ti, while the
E line has a much shorter duration.40 This makes V to be
very different from the other elements.

This anomalous behavior of V is clearly illustrated
Fig. 6, where the calculated and measured gain ratio of
G line to theE line is plotted as a function of the atom
number. For theG line, we were not able to measure the ga
in most of the elements because it was too weak in
shorter target shots. Therefore the gain coefficients are
duced using a method described in Appendix B. In this ca
for consistency of comparison, gains on theE line used are
also deduced this way. For Cr, Ti, V, and Sc, the gains
Mn40 are used as a reference. The choice of Mn is due to
fact that the measured value fits closely to the calcula
tendency~see Fig. 6!. For Ni and Co, the Fe result is used
reference56 because it is the only element with a measu
gain on theG line under the conditions these data we
taken, i.e., with a 420 J main pulse and a 7 Jprepulse. The
calculated gain ratios are obtained assuming similar pop
tion inversion for both transitions using the atomic para
eters in Ref. 61. When hyperfine splitting effect is cons
ered, the gain reduction factors on theE line in Ref. 63 are
applied, i.e., 0.76, 0.69, 0.81, and 0.69 for Sc, V, Mn, and
at ion temperatures of 43, 65, 95, and 132 eV, respectiv
We note that these ion temperatures in Ref. 63 are obta
from simulations for slab targets irradiated by a single 600
drive pulse with a strength to produce the Ne-like stage
our case with the prepulse technique, the ion tempera
might be somewhat lower due to the cooling before the m
pulse arrives. Nevertheless, the measured data agree wit
calculation approximately for most of the elements exc
for V, which is the only one that exhibits a gain rat
(G/E) exceeding 1, and deviates quite far from the calcu

FIG. 6. Calculated and measured gain ratio of theG line to theE line as a
function of atomic number. Solid line: gain ratios assuming similar popu
tion inversions for theE andG lines without hyperfine splitting. The atomi
parameters in Ref. 61 are used for the calculation. When hyperfine spli
effect is included~solid squares! the gain reductions on theE line calculated
in Ref. 63, i.e., 0.76, 0.69, 0.81, and 0.69 for Sc, V, Mn, and Co at
temperatures of 43, 65, 95, and 132 eV, respectively, are used.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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tion. This indicates that there must be other reasons that
tribute to the anomalous observation in V besides the hyp
fine splitting effect. As the two lines share a common upp
level, a full understanding of this V anomaly would requi
accurate measurements of the 323, and 322 transition ar-
rays in Ne-like or higher ionization stages to find possib
resonance to the lasing lines or the 3s–2p transitions~re-
sponsible for evacuating the lower lasing level in the Ne-l
ion!. A resonance to the former will enhance the laser wh
a resonance to the latter will deplete the gain.

In S spectra at high pump energy, beside theE-line at
60.8 nm, we also observed a second laser line at 60.1 n39

which is identified as the 3d1P123p1P1 transition in Ne-
like S, the analog of the 45.1 nm line observed in Ne-li
Ar.60,64 Lasing on this transition is tentatively attributed
trapping of the strong 3d1P122p1S0 resonant radiation,
while the lower lasing level is evacuated by collisions b
tween adjacent levels.64 For S, the gain coefficient on thi
line was measured to be slightly higher than that on theE
line at 60.8 nm.39 A more detailed analysis of this nove
lasing system can be found in Ref. 65.

In our experiment, the strong laser lines were norma
observed to be accompanied by regular wings~e.g., see fig-
ures in Refs. 38–40!, which are due to diffraction by the sli
on top of the transmission grating. Such patterns provid
rough estimate of the spatial coherence of the laser be
Analysis of the pattern formed by theE line at 28.5 nm in Cr
reveals that the coherence of the laser beam is not better
that of a quasimonochromatic spatially incoherent d
source whose diameter is of the order of the size of the la
output end. This is a result similar to previous measureme
for the 20.6 and 20.9 nm lines in Se,66 and the 23.2 and 23.6
nm lines in Ge.67,68 It should be possible to greatly increas
the coherence by using the injector-amplifier geometry.12,13

The features with respect to pulse duration, angular ch
acteristics of theJ5021 laser, are also examined.69 Under a
condition of 340 J main pulse preceded by a 60 J prepu
the pulse duration varies gradually from 250 to 350 ps
going from Ni to S. Lasing occurs 200–300 ps before t
peak of the drive pulse. The angular beam maximum w
found to be insensitive to the prepulse level and the work
material and was at 3–5 mrad, with a beam divergence
tween 5 and 10 mrad.

B. Experiments with reduced drive energy

One of our efforts is to scale down the drive energy
demonstrate the possibility of using the prepulse techni
for a practically available small scale system. Previously,
J5021, 38.3 nm line in Ca lased at 100 J energy dri
energy;38 the analog in Ti at 32.6 nm has been demonstra
at 50 and 40 J drive energies.58,59 More recently, pump en-
ergy for theJ5021, 60.8 nm line in S was scaled down
an energy as low as 20 J, corresponding to a drive powe
only 1012W cm22.39 The prepulse energy was only 0.36 J
this case. A typical spectrum taken under this condition
given in Fig. 7, where the 60.8 nm laser line dominat
Figure 8 depicts the peak intensity of the 60.8 nm line in S
a function of the main pulse energy at different prepu
levels for 3-cm-long targets. One notices that at a la

-
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prepulse of about 70 J, a reduction of the main pulse ene
leads to successive reduction of the intensity of the laser l
which is a logical result due to the reduced electron temp
ture ~note the log scale of the intensity!. However, in the
more interesting regime of a smaller main pulse energy
lower prepulse levels, a very different behavior is observ
For instance, for the 0.36 J prepulse, a 40 J main pulse o
mizes the intensity of the laser line. Also, for a main pu
energy between 60 and 100 J, a prepulse energy of;1.0 J
optimized the lasing intensity. This indicates that at lo
drive energies the intensity of the laser line becomes m
sensitive to the prepulse level.

To understand the behavior of the 60.8 nm laser l
under very small prepulses, we give the spatial profile of
laser line obtained using the spatially resolved spectrom
in Fig. 9. It is obvious that as the prepulse energy is reduc
the laser line peaks closer to the target surface, an obse
tion similar to our previous ones. For large main pulse en
gies, there are some large scale modulations of the pro
which disappear as the main pulse energy is reduced. T
modulation may result from the spatial profile of the neo
like ion abundance, which has been observed
simulations.14 Finally, as the prepulse energy is reduced b

FIG. 7. A trace at the spatial maximum of the time integrated, spati
resolved spectrum from a 3 cm Starget using a 20 J main pulse with a 0.3
J prepulse.

FIG. 8. The peak intensity of the 60.8 nmE line in S as a function of the
main pulse energy at different prepulse levels for 3-cm-long targets.
484 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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low 1 J, the laser line peaks almost on the target surface~the
rear side slope of the profile is due to the limited spa
resolution of the spectrometer! and exhibits a very narrow
profile with FWHM of about 100mm. This is an important
indication that the laser beam is not seriously affected by
refraction effect at very low prepulse levels. This is furth
verified by use of a target with a radius of curvature of 1
in which the spatial profile was further narrowed to about
mm while the output signal remains the same to a sim
shot on a flat target. The narrowed near field profile wh
using a curved target is in consistence with the prediction
the ray tracing calculation.70 It is plausible that this ‘‘refrac-
tion free’’ profile originates from the hydrodynamics of th
plasma when the main pulse arrives. The tenuous prepla
produced by the tiny prepulse allows the main pulse to h
the solid target and produce new plasmas that interact w
the preplasma. This interaction may lead to ripples in
density profile, which in turn establish low density chann
in the plasma that guide the x-ray laser beam along the ta
surface. Such ripples have been observed in the simulatio
low prepulse levels and disappear at larger prepulses.57 Fur-
ther theoretical and numerical investigation is needed
quantitatively understand the laser plasma interactions in
regime and the relevant beam refraction in such lasant p
mas.

V. SCALING TO SHORTER WAVELENGTHS: Ni-LIKE
Sn LASER AT 12 nm

The Ne-like lasers described above emit at rather lo
wavelengths. To scale to short wavelengths, an obvious
is to use the Ni-like scheme,15,17–22for which a small scale
system in low-Z elements has been proposed71 and initially
studied experimentally.72,73 More recently, using a multiple
pulse irradiation technique lasing in a number of middleZ
elements has been demonstrated at considerably lower d
energy74,75 than those in these previous experiments.20–22

To go to short wavelengths using low-Z Ni-like ions, we
did a series of experiments and succeeded in demonstra
lasing at 12 nm in Ni-like Sn with a gain length of abo

y
FIG. 9. Spatial distribution of the 60.8 nm laser line in S for a large range
prepulse~main pulse! energy for 3-cm-long targets: A: 70 J~430 J!, B:
12.8 J~69.7 J!, C: 1.0 J~59.5 J!, D: 0.36 J~40.9 J!, E: 0.17 J and~21 J!, and
F: 0.17 J~21 J!, a target with 1 m radius of curvature.
Li et al.
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4.8.76 A spectrum from a 3-cm-long curved target of Sn, t
radius of curvature~termedRt hereafter! of which was 1 m,
is shown in Fig. 10. It was obtained with a 442 J main pu
preceded by a 39 J prepulse. A strong laser on the Ni-
J5021, 3d3/24d3/223d5/24p3/2 transition is seen, while its
partner, the 3d3/24d3/223d3/24p1/2 transition predicted a
11.5 nm,77 is absent, in consistency with the previously o
servedZ dependence of their relative intensities.15,74,78Al-
though a previous experiment79 has shown indication of gain
in Ni-like Sn, this is the first unambiguous demonstration
this first proposed Ni-like ion laser.17

In the experiment, it is found that both the prepulse a
curved target are playing important roles. No lasing line c
be identified with a 380 J main pulse alone for a 2.5 cm
target. With the addition of a 70 J prepulse, the lasing line
weakly seen, and has a very localized emission region, w
is an indication of lasing. Under the condition for the sh
shown in Fig. 10, the output of the laser line increases
Rt decreases down to 1 m. We conclude that for Ni-like i
lasers, the refraction compensation is equally importan
the prepulse. This is somewhat different from the case fo
Ne-like laser. In a recent experiment, the effect of t
prepulse on the 19.6 nm line in Ge was found to domin
the effect of the target curvature. A curved target was fou
to be important only for cases with tiny prepulses.80

One important difference between Ne-like and Ni-li
ion lasers is that as one goes to low-Z materials, the former
lases under steady-state calculation even in an element
Si1,2 while the latter, e.g., in Ni-like Mo, shows no substa
tial gain in a steady-state calculation. The reason is that
plasma tends to be over ionized when the temperature is
enough for a significant 3d–4d excitation.71 Therefore, it is
plausible that in these experiments with prepulse or mult
pulse irradiation, the first pulse, beside creating a plas
with a relaxed density profile, also provides an environm
allowing a more transient heating of the plasma, hence g
erating a higher gain. In this case, a fast rising edge of
optical pumping pulse is favored. Even in this case, the g
region is still quite narrow, and therefore compensating

FIG. 10. A trace at the spatial maximum of the time integrated, spati
resolved spectrum from a 3-cm-long curved target of Sn, the radius of
vature of which was 1 m, obtained with a 442 J main pulse preceded by
J prepulse. A strong laser on the Ni-likeJ5021, 3d3/223d5/24p3/2 transi-
tion, at 11.98 nm is seen. A 1mm Be filter was used.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 2, February 1997
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refraction effect seems to be crucial. This is supported
comparing the results of using exploding foil targets with t
results of using curved targets, e.g., for the Eu results in R
20 and the Sm, Gd results in Ref. 74; for Sn results of o
and that in Ref. 79. In both cases, the prepulse~multiple
pulse! technique in conjunction with the use of curved ta
gets has resulted in higher gains. Finally, a longer wa
length drive is also found to be more advantageous if o
compares the results for Ni-like Nd in Ref. 74 with that
Ref. 78. In Ref. 74 a gain coefficient of 3 cm21 is observed
for theJ5021 line at 7.9 nm using a 1.06mm drive with a
total energy of 200 J, as compared to the gain of ab
1cm21 in Ref. 78 for the same line using a 0.53mm drive
with a total energy of nearly 2 kJ. This is due to the fact th
when the optimum electron density is low, the drive ener
at a longer wavelength couples better to the plasma reg
with correct densities. We note that, to the best of our kno
edge, no ray tracing calculation of a Ni-like system from
slab target has been published.

Obviously, to realize high gain Ni-like lasers in low-Z
elements envisaged in Ref. 71, a prepulse or multiple pu
irradiation scheme at wavelengths longer than 1mm with a
short pulse duration in conjunction with curved targe
would be crucial. We suggest to use a pulsed CO2 laser at
10.6 mm for this purpose. Previous calculation47 and our
calculation usingLASNEX81 show that to create a similar en
vironment in the plasma, a CO2 laser needs only 10% of th
energy of a laser at 1mm, and the plasma produced is intrin
sically with low electron density, well suited for low-Z Ne or
Ni-like ion lasers. In addition, the hot electrons produced
long wavelength drive lasers also contribute to directly pu
the upper laser levels.82,83 In an experiment with Cu foil
targets irradiated by a CO2 laser, indication of lasing was
reported for several Ne-like transitions, although the elect
density for Cu needed for lasing is too high for a CO2 laser.

84

For the feasibility of extending the prepulse or multip
pulse technique to high-Z elements as an alternative to pr
ducing lasing at short wavelengths, results and discuss
can be found in Refs. 30, 31, 85, and 86. In this context,
show in Fig. 11 a set of spectra from 2.5-cm-long Na

y
r-
39

FIG. 11. Traces at the spatial maximum of the time integrated, spat
resolved spectra from 2.5-cm-long NaBr targets at a 460 J main pulse
0, 8, and 80 J prepulse.
485Li et al.
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targets at a 460 J main pulse with 0, 8, and 80 J prepul
Lasing in Ne-like Br (Z535) has previously been reporte
using an exploding foil target at a drive energy of 2 kJ.87 In
Fig. 11, the shorter wavelengthJ5221 line ~the analogue
to the 23.2 nm line in Ge! dominates due possibly to th
hyperfine splitting effect, which reduces the gain on t
longer wavelength line~Refs. 62, 63, and 87!. To explain the
weakJ5021 line at 17.4 nm, besides the hyperfine effe
the electron density that can be produced by the 1.315mm
Asterix may be too low for it to be well pumped. Clearly
larger prepulse makes the laser stronger. For a ZnSe ta
we also observed that theJ5021 line at 18.2 nm in Se ha
the same intensity as theJ5221 lines at 20.6 and 20.9 nm
with a 425 J main pulse preceded by a 75 J prepuls
similar observation to that in Ref. 31 at a 0.53mm drive
wavelength. Without a prepulse or with only a sm
prepulse, no lasing could be observed for ZnSe and N
targets.

VI. SUMMARY

We review our recent studies of lasing in Ne- and N
like ions on the Asterix IV iodine laser using the prepul
technique. We give experimental evidence that beam ref
tion is the main factor for the lack of demonstration of lasi
in low-Z elements, as well as theJ5021 vs J5221
anomaly in Ne-like ion lasers when there is no prepulse.
show that the role of the prepulse in enhancing
J5021 lasing line in Ne-like ion is to produce a larger an
more homogeneous plasma. We reviewed the measure
of lasing on theJ5021, 3p23s transition in Ne-like Mn,
V, Sc, Ca, K, Cl, S, and Si, and lasing on theJ5021,
4d24p transition in Ni-like Sn. The drive energy for th
60.8 nm Ne-like S laser was scaled down to 20 J. Th
experiments might be important evolutionary steps towa
small scale SXR and XUV laser systems using laser pla
as lasing medium. First, due to the small excitation energ
in these low-Z Ne- and Ni-like ions, reduction of the pum
demand seems possible, as we have demonstrated for Ne
S. Second, we showed the role of the prepulse and its e
on the laser output. Based on these results, small pump la
at longer wavelengths (.1mm) with output energy of no
more than 50 J seem to be enough for driving these la
using the prepulse or multiple pulse techniques.
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APPENDIX A: SCALING OF THE OPTIMUM
PREPULSE INTENSITY

To derive a scaling law for an optimum prepulse inte
sity, we assume a cylindrical preplasma with a linear den
profile Ne(r )5N0(Lp2r )/Lp , wherer is the distance from
the line focus andN0 is the density at the symmetrical cente
For simplicity we setN0;1/l0

2, being the critical density of
the pump laser, withl0 the wavelength of the drive laser. I
inverse bremsstrahlung is the mechanism for absorption
the pump laser and the plasma is spatially isothermal,
has the electron temperature as88

Te}
@12exp~2aLp!#

N0Lp
2 Imain,

wherea is related to the electron–ion collisional frequen
at the critical density,Imain is the intensity of the main pulse
WhenLp is large enough, the exponential term vanishes a
Te becomes a monotonously decreasing function ofLp . In
this case, for gain production one needs

Lp,b
l0Imain

1/2

Z26.4
, ~A1!

where the scaling ofTe.Tth;(Z26.4)2 ~Ref. 48! is used
for lasing threshold;b is a constant related to the transver
expansion of the preplasma.

On the other hand, the refractive index of the photons
n(r )5@12Ne(r )/Nx#

1/2'120.5Ne /Nx , where Nx is the
critical density of the x ray. From the paraxial ray equati
in a medium of near-unity refractive index3

d2r

dy2
52

1

2Nx

dNe~r !

dr
.

Here y is the coordinate along the plasma column. Fo
linear electron density profile, the transverse deflection o
paraxial beam after traveling a target length ofY0 is

Dr52
1

4S lx

l0
D 2Y0

2

Lp
,

wherelx is the wavelength of the x-ray laser. If only th
density dependence around the optimum electron densi
considered, we have Gain;Ne(120.5Ne /Nopt).

48 The spa-
tial FWHM of the gain region is

wGain}
Nopt

No
Lp ,

whereNopt;(Z28.8)6 is the optimal electron density fo
lasing.48 UsingDr<wGain, one has

Lp>g
Y0

~Z28.8!3~Z210!0.9l0
2 , ~A2!

whereg is a constant andlx;(Z210)20.9 for theE line is
used.48
Li et al.
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In the preplasma one hasLp;I p
k , whereI p is the inten-

sity of the prepulse andk is a parameter related to the lase
plasma interaction process. Therefore from Eqs.~A1! and
~A2! we have

I p,aS l0Imain
1/2

Z26.4D
1/k

,

~A3!

I p>bS Y0

~Z28.8!3~Z210!0.9l0
2D 1/k,

wherea andb are constants. It is obvious that the upper lim
of I p is set by the atomic number of the lasing material a
the main pulse energy, whereas the lower limit is additio
ally related to the target length (Y0). Though qualitatively,
Eq. ~A3! gives a general scaling of the optimized prepu
levels: for high-Z targets, small prepulses are favorable, a
for long targets large prepulses are better. Note that
analysis is valid only for large enough prepulses so that
main pulse energy is absorbed completely by the preplas

APPENDIX B: A METHOD FOR GAIN MEASUREMENT

To deduce the gain (G1) on line 1 from the known gain
(Gref) on a reference line in an adjacent element, let us fi
recall the Linford formula89 for lasing output intensity

I5
I 0
G

@exp~GL!21#3/2

@GLexp~GL!#1/2
5I 0f ~G,L !, ~B1!

whereG and L are, respectively, the gain coefficient an
target length,I 0;AulNuElu ~as seen by a detector! is the
source function of the laser line withAul andNu the sponta-
neous radiation rate and number density of the upper la
level. As a first order approximation, near the optimum co
dition one hasNu'N0C0u /Cul , whereN0 is the number
density of the ground state,C0u is the monopole excitation
rate from the ground state to the upper lasing level

C0u5
2.631026

E0uTe
1/2 expS 2

E0u

Te
D cm3 s21 ~B2!

andCul is the collisional de-excitation rate of the upper to t
lower lasing level90

Cul51.6531025
gl
gu

f lu^glu&
EluTe

1/2 cm
3 s21. ~B3!

Here ^glu& is the Gaunt factor,f lu is the oscillator strength
gl andgu are statistic weights, andE0u andElu are the ex-
citation energy for the Ne-like ground state and the low
lasing level to the upper lasing levels in eV, respective
Te is the electron temperature in eV. Wit
N0;Nopt/(Z29) ~one can also take into account the ioniz
tion balance in a steady-state approximation with Na-, N
and F-like ions, which we also found to be trivial! and the
Nopt;(Z28.8)6.1(Te /E0u)

0.94 from Ref. 48, and
Alu; f luElu

2 one has

I 0}NuAluElu}
Elu
4

E0u
1.94

~Z28.8!6.1

Z29
Te
0.94expS 2

E0u

Te
D . ~B4!
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With the known atomic parameters,61 the ratio ofI 0 for dif-
ferent elements can be readily calculated. If intensity ra
I 1 /I ref of the two lines, and the target lengthsL1 andL ref are
known, from

I 1
I ref

5
I 0
I 0ref

f ~G1 ,L1!

f ~Gref ,L ref!
~B5!

one can easily deduceG1 from Gref . It is found that for
adjacent elements, the procedure is insensitive toTe , be-
cause it almost cancels during the procedure.

The accuracy of this method is found to be well with
the accuracy of the experiments if the intensities of the lin
concerned are close to each other. The result is quite se
tive if the difference between the line intensities is large. F
example, using the gain of 4.1 cm21 on theE line at 25.5 nm
in Fe as in Ref. 56, the gain on theE line in Ni at 23.1 nm,
which was measured to be slightly stronger than its analo
in Fe, was deduced to be 4.3 cm21, being similar to the
measured value from two target lengths. However, for the
G line at 20.5 nm, where the intensity is 100 times low
than that of theE line, the deduced gain is only 0.9 cm21,
well below the measured gain of 2.3 cm21.56 A 20% change
in the reference gain leads to a 200% change in the dedu
gain in this case.

The method is very useful when data are not availa
for directly applying the Linford formula for gain measure
ment. For example, for theG line in Ni, Co, Ti, and Sc,
which does not appear in the short target shots.
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